
 

 

 

 
 COMPLAINTS HANDLING POLICY – 2021 
 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  

This document sets out the policy and related procedures of MSMS with respect to complaints 
handling.  
 
 

 
2. GLOSSARY OF TERMS   

Term/Abbreviation Description 

AIFM  means Alternative Investment Fund Manager  

AIF  means Alternative Investment Fund  

BoD  means Board of Directors  

Management Committee  means the committee composed with the Conducting Officers of MSMS  

MSMS  means MS Management Services S.A.  

UCI  means Undertakings for Collective Investment  
 

 
3. EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW AND POLICY OBJECTIVE  

 
3.1 MS Management Services S.A (“MSMS” or “the Company”) is an authorised management 

company under Chapter 16 of the Luxembourg Law of 17 December 2010 and an alternative 

investment fund manager under the Luxembourg Law of 12th July 2013 transposing Directive 

2011/61/EC.  

3.1.1 MSMS has adopted this complaints handling policy (“the Policy”) in accordance with: 

(a) CSSF Regulation 16-07 relating to the out-of-court resolution of complaints; 

(b) Circular CSSF 19/718 relating to the adoption of the Guidelines on complaints-

handling for the securities (ESMA) and banking (EBA) sectors of 4 October 2018 (JC 

2018 35); 

(c) CSSF Circular 18/698; 

(d) CSSF Circular 17/671: Specifications regarding CSSF Regulation N.16-07 of 26th 

October 2016 relating to out-of-court complaint resolution. 

3.2 The Board of Directors of MSMS has appointed a Conducting Officer responsible for complaints 

handling. The appointment has been duly communicated to the Commission de Surveillance du 

Secteur Financier” (“CSSF”) and MSMS will update the CSSF in the event of any changes to this 

responsibility. 
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4. POLICY SCOPE 

4.1 The purpose of this Policy is to describe how MSMS intends to: 

(a) Establish an efficient and transparent framework for handling client complaints to 

ensure that complaints are treated fairly and promptly; 

(b) Meet its regulatory obligations; 

(c) Ensure that systematic and recurring problems are identified and rectified; and 

(d) Improve the internal service delivery functions to clients. 

 

5. COMPLAINT 

5.1 A complaint is defined as a verbal or written expression of dissatisfaction by a client, investor or 

business partner which contains an actual or potential claim for compensation. A complaint can be 

addressed directly to the Company or indirectly through a delegated party or by a service provider 

in relation to: 

(a) A service provided or withheld by MSMS; 

(b) A product of or administered by MSMS; 

(c) The behaviour of any employee or person conducting business on behalf of the 

Company.   

 

5.2 Complaints may be expressed orally or in writing and must all be treated equally and seriously. A 

complaint may not necessarily be founded on valid arguments. In addition, CSSF Regulation 16-

07 defines a complaint as follows “complaint filed with a professional to recognize a right or to 

redress a harm”. 

5.3 If a complainant raises his/her complaint verbally, for example during a telephone call, the 

employee must request that the Complainant submit a formal written complaint, whether in email 

or letter form. The written complaint must be escalated to the Conducting Officer responsible for 

complaints handling. 

5.4 Any employee who receives a written complaint must escalate it to the Conducting Officer 

responsible for complaints handling as soon as possible. The written communication should 

provide clear details of the issue or matter of concern, the desired outcome and include supporting 

documentation or evidence, where applicable. 

5.5 The employee shall draft a detailed note in the complaints register on the complaint. The note must 

include the following information: 

(a) The name of the person (s) that is subject to the complaint; 

(b) The name of the client or client company; 

(c) The nature of the complaint; 

(d) The date on which any relevant issues transpired, and; 

(e) The desired outcome. 
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6. REGISTRATION OF COMPLAINTS 

6.1 Any concerned employee receiving an informal complaint (understood as not meeting the 

requirements of section 3) should attempt to resolve the issue. Should the employee will not be 

able to provide a solution to the satisfaction of the complainant; the issue shall be addressed to the 

relevant department. 

6.2 If the matter cannot be resolved in a period of 24 hours by the concerned department and the 

complainant forwards his/her claim in written form, the issue should be treated as a formal 

complaint in line with section 3 of this Policy. Then, the Conducting Officer responsible for 

complaints handling and the Conducting Officers shall be informed immediately. 

6.3 The Conducting Officer responsible for complaints handling shall file the complaint to the 

complaints register setting the complaint on an open status and will consequently review and 

supervise the issue. Should the complaint triggers a violation of a law, regulations, CSSF circulars 

or/and any internal policy, the Conducting Officer responsible for complaints handling might treat 

the matter as a compliance incident, entailing further investigations. 

7. COMPLAINTS RESOLUTION PROCESS 

7.1 Confirmation of the complaint 

7.1.1 Upon receiving a complaint, whether written or oral, the Conducting Officer responsible 

for complaints handling shall prepare and send a letter to the complainant, confirming its 

receipt, informing that the matter is under investigation, and providing the complainant 

with all his/her contact information. 

7.1.2 This written acknowledgement of receipt must be provided within a maximum of ten 

business days upon receipt of the complaint, unless the answer is provided to the 

complainant within this period. The confirmation letter shall contain a copy of this policy or 

the link to MSMS’s website. 

7.1.3 Furthermore, in accordance with CSSF Regulation 16-07, the Company shall provide a 

final response by no later than one month after the date of the receipt of the formal written 

complaint. Where the desired outcome cannot be provided within this period, MSMS will 

inform the complainant of the causes of the delay and indicate the date at which a 

response is likely to be made. 

7.2 Investigation, follow-up and reply 

7.2.1 All complaints received will be investigated promptly by the Conducting Officer responsible 

for complaints handling with the full cooperation and support of the concerned department 

or function. In order to avoid any potential conflict of interest, any requested logical support 

shall be provided by employees who are not related to or involved in the matter giving rise 

to the complaint.  

7.2.2 With regards to the investigation the Conducting Officer responsible for complaints 

handling shall have unlimited access to all relevant data which could potentially help 

resolve the issue. Once the investigation is finalized, the Conducting Officer responsible 

for complaints handling will immediately provide an answering letter to the complainant. If 

the there is a need for compensatory payments the Conducting Officer responsible for 

complaints handling shall proceed as described in section 6. 
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7.2.3 Notwithstanding the findings or the result of the investigation shall be reported to the 

Conducting Officer responsible for complaints handling, who shall then update the 

Complaints Register. 

8. COMPENSATION 

8.1 Should the investigation results in any finding of liability of MSMS and the circumstances require 

compensation of the complainant, this compensation shall be assessed fairly and in proportion to 

the nature and seriousness of the complaint. Any compensatory payment, including reimbursement 

of fees is subject to the approval of the Conducting Officer responsible for complaints handling and 

the other Conducting Officers. 

8.2 All compensatory payments must be filled within the Complaints Register. Therefore, the 

Conducting Officer responsible for complaints handling must be informed accordingly. 

9. CLOSING OF COMPLAINTS 

9.1 The Company will endeavour to communicate in a plain language, which is clearly understood.   

9.2 The answering letter to the complainant will always be sent via registered mail or by courier, 

stating the following: 

“We shall assume acceptance of our proposal if we do not receive a written rejection within two 

months of the date of this letter. If you find our proposal to be inadequate, we would like to mention 

that a non-judicial alternative dispute resolution process is available, where our supervisory 

authority, the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (“CSSF”) may take the role of 

ombudsman. For further details please refer to CSSF Regulation 16-07 which you may find at: 

http://www.cssf.lu/en/consumer/complaints/. 

Please note that should you opt for this non-judicial alternative, your request must be filed with the 

CSSF within one year after your complaint has been filed with MSMS.” 

9.3 The letter will be signed by the Conducting Officer responsible for complaints handling and another 

Conducting Officer. 

9.4 There are two possible outcomes upon the complaint’s receipt of the letter: 

(a) The complainant is satisfied with the MSMS proposal (e.g. the complainant has 

confirming in writing his acceptance to the MSMS proposal).  Therefore upon the 

complainant’s acceptance either expressly or tacitly (i.e. failure to reject the MSMS 

proposal in writing with the two months response period), the Conducting Officer 

responsible for complaints handling must update the Complaints Register, update the 

status of the complaint to “closed” and inform the Conducting Officers accordingly. 

(b) The complainant rejects, in writing, MSMS’s proposal. The complaint will likely 

escalate to an external dispute resolution as described in section 8 of this Policy. The 

Conducting Officer responsible for complaints handling will - after receiving notice of 

the rejection - change the status of the complaint to “on hold”. 

10. EXTERNAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

10.1 In case where MSMS is not able to provide a satisfactory solution or does not respond in due time 

(please refer to section 5.1.3 of the Policy), the complainant may escalate the issue to the CSSF 

or a court of competent jurisdiction. 
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11. OUT-OF-COURT COMPLAINT RESOLUTION 

11.1 As highlighted in section 7.2 and 8.1 of this Policy, it is possible to seek CSSF’s out of court 

complaint resolution. This process is free of charge and will still allow the complainant or MSMS to 

pursue legal action afterwards if required. 

11.2 Based on section 15.5. of the CSSF Regulation (the “Regulation”) 16-07, this approach could only 

be taken if the issue is forwarded to the CSSF within one year after the complaint has been filed 

with MSMS. 

11.3 As soon as a letter (or any other form of written communication) from the CSSF concerning a 

complaint is received by MSMS, the Conducting Officer responsible for complaints handling shall 

be informed and will proceed as established in this Policy. 

12. COMPLAINTS REGISTER 

The Complaints Register is kept by the Compliance Department. 

The Register has been designed as a table in Excel. 

All correspondence concerning complaints shall be filed and retained by the Conducting Officer 

responsible for complaints handling. Regarding the closed complaints, the retention period shall be five 

years, while for complaints with the status “on hold” will be ten years. 

The register is communicated regularly to the Conducting Officers and to the Board of Directors of MSMS. 

13.   MONITORING AND REPORTING OF COMPLAINTS 

13.1 On a frequent basis – at least annually - the Conducting Officer responsible for complaints handling 

will analyse the register of any patterns in complaints such as: 

(a) Frequency of the same or similar issues; 

(b) Frequency and number of the complaints filed by the same complainant; 

(c) Number of complaints concerning a single department or employee; 

(d) the causes of individual complaints so as to identify root causes common to types of 

complaint;  

(e) whether such root causes may also affect other processes or products, including 

those not directly complained of; and   

(f) methods to correct, where reasonable to do so, such root causes.  

14.   REPORTING TO THE CSSF 

14.1 On a yearly basis, and within five months following the end of the financial year, the Conducting 

Officer responsible for complaints handling is required to provide the CSSF with:  

(a) a table, which details the number of complaints registered by the Company 

classified by the type of complaints; 

(b) a summary report of the complaints, the measures taken to handle them, the 

reasons for the complaints as well as the progress made in their handling; 

(c) a list of third parties authorised to handle complaints; 
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15.  INFORMATION TO INVESTORS OF THE FUNDS MANAGED BY MSMS 

15.1 In line with CSSF Circular 18/698 and with Article 7 of CSSF Regulation 10-4, the information 

concerning this procedure for handling complaints must be made available to investors free of 

charge. 

16. CONTACT 

16.1 By mail:     MS Management Services S.A. 

To the Conducting Officer responsible for Complaints Handling 

                           58, Rue Charles Martel, 2134 Luxembourg 

 

16.2 By phone: +352-402-505-1 

16.3 By email: MSMS_Complaints@maitlandgroup.lu 

 

17. GROUP GOVERNANCE 

17.1 Regular reviews of the effectiveness of group policies are carried out in addition to audits 

periodically undertaken by the Maitland Internal Audit Function. This provides the Board of 

Directors of MSMS with the necessary assurances regarding the operating effectiveness of MSMS’ 

controls relating to its Complaints Policy. 

 

 


